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OBSESSION

Fear of something contaminating them or someone they love.
Fear of them contaminating someone they love. 

Sometimes the feeling is of disgust and not of fear or anxiety.

Contamination fears can be anything. Some examples include germs, viruses,
sticky substances, bodily fluids (sweat, semen, tear drops, mucus, saliva),

bodily excretions (feces, urine),  dirt,  toxic chemicals, dead animals, bird poop,
glitter, household cleaners, contaminated food, bad luck, disheveled people,

hearing name of diseases, radiation, people with undesirable traits (e.g.
overweight), fear of contamination from bumping into someone

(contaminating them or getting contaminated) and verbal or physical abuse.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS

Repeated hand washing
Excessive showers

Frequent changing of clothes
Avoidance of people, places or objects

Avoidance of saying or hearing certain words
Need to wear certain clothes/avoid certain clothes

Disinfecting belongings
Questioning loved ones to assess possible contamination

Constant research on contamination fear
Asking for reassurance that things are safe

Not allowing people to touch or enter certain areas
Undoing rituals and/or prayers to undo magical contamination
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OBSESSION

Fear of harming oneself or those around them.

Harm fears can be almost anything. Some examples include: Fear of killing,
poisoning or stabbing oneself, fear that they will burn the house down by

leaving something on,  leave a window or door unlocked and allow a burglar
or rapist to come in, fear they will stab or kill others, that they will run

people over with their car, that they will push people in front of trains, cars
or off balconies, that they will molest children, that they will kill babies and

children, that they will go crazy in public and go on a rampage, fear that
they will drive into oncoming traffic or off cliffs and bridges and fear if they

don't do a specific ritual they will cause harm to their loved ones.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS
Repetitive checking to make sure things are:

Unplugged
Turned off

Locked (doors & windows)
Not touching or too close to each other

That they are not sexually excited in the presence of children
Mental compulsions:

Reassurance that they are not a "bad" person
Counting or doing things a certain number of times

Avoidance of:
Children

Sharp objects
Certain areas

Magical Thinking: Doing rituals to keep people safe [see Symmetry theme]
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OBSESSION

The need for things to be arranged in a symmetrical order or for things to be
"balanced" including one's body. This theme can be caused by two different
fears. #1) Fear that if they do not do the compulsion to even things out, a
loved one will get hurt or #2) The strong urge that something doesn't "feel

right" until the compulsion is complete [see "feels right" theme]

Symmetry fears can include the need to keep everything "balanced," 
perfect and orderly.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS
Doing everything twice

Repeating what happens on one side of the body to the other side of the body
Avoiding odd numbers

Counting steps as one walks to keep it even on both sides
Lining things up

Fixing hanged pictures on the wall
Keeping handwriting perfect and within the lines

Fixing other people's necklaces so the clasp is in the back
Doing things in even numbers

Holding things with both hands, exerting the same amount of pressure
"Evening up" the number of times something happens

Organizing things by color, size and space between objects
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OBSESSION

The need to repeat actions and behaviors until it feels "just right." This
feeling of incompleteness is different than other OCD themes, as it isn't

necessarily anxiety based, but rather an unsettled, uncomfortable feeling.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS

Repeat behaviors over and over again.
Excessively wash their hands until it feels clean.

Excessively brush their teeth.
Rewrite letters and emails until the words feel right.

Replay what they will say until it feels right.
Turn on and off the oven or other appliances until it feels right.

Reread school assignments until it feels right.
Retrace their steps until it feels right.

Touch and retouch objects until it feels right.
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OBSESSION

A fear that they did or thought of something that was against their religious
or moral beliefs.

Religious scrupulosity centers around the fear that the person committed
blasphemy, sinned, had an immoral thought, sided with the devil, are going
to go to hell, or are going to do something against their religious beliefs.

Moral Scrupulosity focuses on the fear that they will do something unethical
or against their moral code of conduct, such as cheat on a test or steal.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS

Compulsive behaviors meant to "undo" impure thoughts
Frequently reciting prayers or scriptures to ward off thoughts

Seeking reassurance from parents and religious leaders
Mentally checking for evidence that they are a "good" person

Making pacts with God
Avoiding situations that trigger them (e.g. religious ceremonies)

"Confessing" thoughts and behaviors to their parents
Telling on themselves to teachers for things they did not do

Avoiding numbers such as 13 and 666
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OBSESSION

The person is flooded with intrusive thoughts that cause great distress.
Often these thoughts are repugnant and are the opposite of the person's

beliefs.

Examples of intrusive thoughts are:
Fear that they are sexually attracted to young children or their parents

Fear they are racist
Fear that they are a killer

Fear they are a different sexual orientation than they are
Fear they are going to kill themselves 

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS

Mental checking to confirm they are not (a killer, racist etc.)
Seeking reassurance from their parents 

Avoiding situations and places that trigger intrusive thoughts
Looking for evidence to prove or disprove their intrusive thought

Repeating a saying or mental ritual after an intrusive thought
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OBSESSION

Acute attention is placed on a bodily function. This can be centered around
breathing, swallowing, their heartbeat, the bladder, eye contact or their

digestive system.

Obsessive thoughts can center around: awareness of how often one takes a
breath, blinks or swallows; how long they give eye contact to others.There
can be a fear that their awareness will never dissipate and they'll be driven

mad.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS

Attempt to take deep breaths or control rhythm of breathing
Frequent urination

Attempt to control how often one swallows
Attempt to control how often one blinks

Repeating certain words or phrases in one's head
Counting
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OBSESSION

Intense and irrational fear that one smells. This fear can be focused on bad
breath or odor emitting from under the arms, the anus, the penis/vagina, the

feet or throughout the body.

SAMPLE OF RELATED COMPULSIONS

Excessive use of perfume, deodorant, mouthwash
Avoidance of public places to avoid embarrassment 

Fear that comments and stares are directed at them due to odor
Reassurance from those around them that they do not smell

Checking behavior to see if they are emitting any odors


